Electron capture dissociation of gaseous multiply charged ions by Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance.
Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance instrumentation is uniquely applicable to an unusual new ion chemistry, electron capture dissociation (ECD). This causes nonergodic dissociation of far larger molecules (42 kDa) than previously observed (<1 kDa), with the resulting unimolecular ion chemistry also unique because it involves radical site reactions for similarly larger ions. ECD is highly complementary to the well known energetic methods for multiply charged ion dissociation, providing much more extensive protein sequence information, including the direct identification of N- versus C-terminal fragment ions. Because ECD only excites the molecule near the cleavage site, accompanying rearrangements are minimized. Counterintuitively, cleavage of backbone covalent bonds of protein ions is favored over that of noncovalent bonds; larger (>10 kDa) ions give far more extensive ECD if they are first thermally activated. This high specificity for covalent bond cleavage also makes ECD promising for studying the secondary and tertiary structure of gaseous protein ions caused by noncovalent bonding.